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SYNOPSIS

In this paper a precise method of analyzing plane
frames stressed into the inelastic range is presented.
The method involves the determination of a "compatible"
moment and rotation at a joint by the intersection of two
moment versus end-rotation curves of the adjoining members.
The effects of initial residual stresses

an~

instability

of beam-columns are considered in the analysis. " It is
shown how the behavior of frames
may be predicted after
,
'

the attainment of the ultimate loads.

.,-

Throughout the

paper the frames are assumed to fail by excessive bending
in the plane of loading.

A complete example is included

to illustrate the technique developed.

i'
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two assumptions that are commonly made in the
analysis of rigid frames, and which reduce the problem
to a linear one in structural analysis, are that (a) the
material follows ,Hooke's Law an'd (b) the deformations of
the loaded structure are small in comparison with the
dimensions.

The latter assumption is cited to justify

the formulation of the equilibrium equations on the basis
of the undeformed structure.

.,

References I and 2 consider the inelastic behavior
of the structure but make ·no provisions for the effects
of the deformatiops. or the effects of the axial loads on
the moment-curvature relationship of the members.

Other

studies which consider axial load and deformation effects
are limited to cases where the stresses do not exceed the
proportional limit in any part of the ,structure.

3 and

'References'

4 fall intoth1s category of elastic analysis. They

are primarily concerned with the determination of sidesway
buckling load of synimetrical frames when the loads are not
applied directly to the joints.
A third and more precise analysis, of which Refs.
,.,

•

5, 6 and 7 are representative, takes into account both
inelastic action
stricted way.

~nd

deformations but in a somewhat re-

It ignores the effect of axial load on the

276.6
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moment-curvature relationship and although the d;splacements of the joints and the deflections at points of concentrated load.are considered, the influence of the displacements at

intermedi~te

points is not fully taken into

account.
In spite of the good correlation with experimental
results that the methods of Refs. 1,2,3,6 and 7 provide,
the interest in the

b~ckling

of

frame~

loaded into the

inelastic range has made it desirable to develop a more
precise method.

The present method will consider inelas-

eo

tic action, axial load effects, and the exact shape of the
loaded structure.

The scope of the method presented here

may be seen by referring to Fig. 1.

A'symmetrical frame

having beam and column elements of specified cross sections is subjected to symmetrical loading as shown.

For'

a specified beam length and varying column heights, the
curves· give the

ultim~te

load according to the different

modes of failure assumed and according to the methods .

*

used in the computation of. the curves.

At the specified column height on the chart of
Fig. 1, line Ca) gives the carrying capacity according

..

to simple plastic theory.
,

.

This theory assumes failure

.

by symmetrical bending without

sidesway~

It ignores the

reduction in the moment capacity of the columns due to
*In Fig. 1 the load P is equal to half of the total
applied loads. It is equivalent to the axial force
carried by each column.

-3
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axial load and due to the secondary moments in the columns
resulting from their deformations.
C~ve

(b) assumes purely elastic behavior, with

failure caused by sidesway buckling as shown in the
right sketch of

Fig~

1.

Points on this curve are deter-

. mined by the methods of Refs. 3 and

4.

Curve (c) give.s the .ultimate load according to the
theory developed in this paper.

Failure occurs by excess-

ive sYmmetrical bending deformations;·
e.

this mode· of fail-

urewould occur when a lateral restraint at an qpper joint
prevents sidesway motion.
.

. 1 .

As will be indicated in an

example, the ul,timate load is the largest for which an
equilibrium configuration of the frame can be found.
Curve (d) gives the true ultimate load of the frame
wh~n

it is not laterally restrained.

In Ref. 8

~

procedure

is developed for determining a point on this curve. The method
may be summarized as follows:
(1) Assume'avalue for the load.
(2) Perform an exact analys is· ace ording .to the
method described in the present paper.

The

analysis will give the bending stiffnesses

.

of the frame members for the assumed loading •

-~,
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(3) Perform a stability analysis to determine

whether positive work is required to deform
the frame into an adjacent anti-symmetrical
shape.' This may be performed by the methods
outlined in Ref. 9 (where only elastic frames
a~e

considered), using the stiffnesses of the

partially plastic members (computed in step
(2) )--"in the analysis.

(4) If step (3) indicates a higher or lower

buc~

ling load than the one assumed in step (l),a
•

lower or higher. load respectively is assumed
until the analysis of step (3) and the assumed
load in step (1) are identical.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD

The theoret ical analys is is sub ject to .the follow:ing

limitatiop~-:

(1) ·The frame is symmetrical.
(2)' The loading is sYMmetrical.

(3) The members are prismatic.

(4)

Only deformations due to flexure are
considered.

...

( 5) The members of the structure are made up
•

-

-

-

-

•

_0 • •

__ , _

_0. _

_

_

•

of columns which have no loads applied to

"

\

.-
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them except possibly at their ends, and

beams 'which have negligibly small axial loads
in them.

Although allowance for the axial

loads in the beams may be made by a trial
procedure, the present analysis ignores
. these effects because of their small influence
on the structural behavior.

The effect of

axial load in the columns is more critical
and it is therefore taken into account.

(6) The method assumes non-reversability of the

.

stress-strain relationship.

It is necessary

to specify that during the loading there is
no strain reversal of material stressed beyond the elastic limit.
A typical structure, shown in Fig. 2)will be used as
an illustration of the proposed method.

The frame is

.-","

symmetrical about a vertical axis passing through point

c.

It is desirable at first to consider the columns and the
beam of the frame

s~parately.

In Fig. 3(a) the column element BA is shown with axial
load P and moment

.1
u

~A

applied to end B.

Figure 3(b) shows

. how the rotation of end B varies as I13A is slowly increased
while the axial load P is maintained constant.

A procedure

by which the curve in Fig. 3(b) may be obtained follows from

\-

.

J

-6
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the fact that a column such as BA may be considered asa
segment of a column deflection curve.

The column deflec-

tion curve is defined as the shape that a compressed
member (identical to the column member except in length)
will take when held in a bent
applied to the ends.
shown in-Fig.

4.

co~figuration

by axial loads

Such a column deflection curve is

It may be identified by the angle 9 0 of

the initial tangent. -An infinite number of column deflection curves are possible for a single cross section,and

..

-

axial load.- For each value of 9 0 the column deflection
curve will have a different shape.

If 9 0 is small s.o

-

that the stresses in the column deflection curve do not
exceed the proportional limit, the curve is a sine wave
and its half wave length is determined by the Euler column
formula:
L

. ffI

.......... ······(1)

=rr
-p
-

_As 9 0 becomes larger, Ym increases.

When the

proportiona~

---

limit is exceeded over some part of the column, the length
shortens.
P.y.

The bending moment at any section is equal to

It will

b~

noticed that the-segment AB of the column

deflection curve in Fig. 5 resembles the column AB in Fig.3(a).

The only difference between the two curves is that

the component of the reaction at A in Fig. 3(a) along thedirection AB is P while in Fig.
I-

5

it is P·cosa.

This

-7
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difference will be examined.

In Fig. 3(a) the angle between the reactive forces
at A and the direction AB is:
tana

= V = l'\3A
P

•

•••••••••

I,'

•••• (

2)

Ph

In Fig. 5 "the same angle is given by:
tana

~A
-Ph

• ••••••.•••••••• ( 3)

It is seen that the angles between the total thrust at A

•

and the direction AB are the same for the segment of the'
column deflection curve and the actual column.

\

-"!>

Next the magnitude of these thrusts will be examined.
In Fig. 3(a) the thrust is:
R :: / p2

+ V2

· ....•.•....•..• (4)

When V is equal to 20% of P, R exceeds P by only 2%. With
V equal to 10% of P, R exceeds P by 1/2% and for smaller
ratios of V to P, R approaches p'very rapidly.

The above

consideration makes it possible to consider the segment
of Fig. 5 equivalent to the column of Fig. 3(a) for all
practical cases.
There remains the problem of constructing several
column deflection curves for the actual column load.

A

276.6
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numerical integration procedure which is based upon the
moment-curvature (M-¢) relationship of the column is best
employed here because it is easily adaptable to different
cross sections and material properties.

The

moment-curva~

ture relationship is first determined for the actual
axial 'load, material properties, and column'cross section.
General methods for determining the M-¢ curve and performr'ng the integration for the column deflection curve ar~
outlined in Ref. 9,pgs.

51-55. For rolled steel wide-

flange sections with residual stresses due to uneven
cooling, Ref. 10 provides information for the determination of the M-¢ curve.

'.

The integration gives the slope

and deflections at intervals along the column deflection
curve corresponding to the interval of length used for
the integration.

It has been noted in Ref. 11 that with

stresses below the proportional limit, the numerical
integration gives lengths and maximum. ordinates that are
in error by less than 0.13~.

In the comparisons of Ref.

11 an interval of length equal to four times the radius
of gyration of the section was used.
After several column deflection curves have been computed, the moment-rotation curve (M-Q'curve) of, Fig. 3(b)
may be determined from them.

Point B is located on each

column deflection curve at a horizontal distance' h
one end of the curve (Fig.

from

5). The moment corresponding

276.6
to

~A

-9
is P·YB while, the angle 9 is the slope of the tan-

gent at B plus YB/h.

Each column deflection curve is

thus seen to furnish the coordinates of a point on the

M-Q curve in Fig. 3(b).
One can now consider beam member BD for the purpose
of determining an

relation analogous to the

~D-9

relation for the column.

The construction of an

~A-9
~D-9

curve for the beam proceeds from the fact that the shear
as well as the ,slope must be zero at the center of the
beam~

"

The deformed' shape of the beam in Fig. 6 will be

referred to as a beam deflection curve.

If one assumes

an arbitrary int'ernal bending moment at C (Fig. 6) the

bending moment at distance x measured from Cis:
2
+ wx
,-

••••••••••••••• ( 5)

2

A positive bending moment is one that causes tensile
stresses on the outside of the frame.

By using anmtegra-

tion procedure similar to that used for the columns it is
possible to construct several beam deflection
for a different value of the center moment

MO.

cu~ves,

each

For each

beam deflection curve:

l13D

= -Me

--_-:_---

+

_--_

wR..2

-8

••••••••••••••• ( 6 )

.....
.....
*when the center section of the beam is fully plastified
(formation of a plastic hinge), the ~D-9 curve becomes
simply a straight line parallel to the 9 axis; see Fig.9
for example.

.'
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The value' 6f'

Q

at' x equal to

numerical integration.

~/2

is determined from the

Each beam deflection curve there-

fore provides the coordinates of a point on the beam
curve

(~D-Q)

in Fig. 7.

Since the axial load in the

beam is small, a moment-curvature relation for zero
axial load may be used for numerical integration without
the introduction of an appreciable error.

A further

re-

finement to this part of the procedure would require that
an estimate be made of V and that a slightly more appro-

,.

priate M-¢ curve be used for the beam curve integration.
When the two M-Q curves, one for the column and
one for the'beam, are plotted as in Fig. 7 the intersection will give the moment and rotation at B (or D)
for the equilibrium configuration of the structure.

In

other words, of all the combinations of moment and rotation at B that are possible in the column and of all the
combinations that are 'possible for the beam, the correct
one is the one that is simultaneously compatible for the,
beam and the column.

Once the correct M and

Q

at Bare

determined, it is possible to obtain the forces in the
rest of the frame by statics.

Deflections may be deter-

mined by interpolation from column and beam deflection
curves yielding values near the correct values of M and

276.6
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The stiffness of member BA is given by:
.••••....•... ·.•.•••-•. (7)

On the basis of the Engesser concept of inelastic .buckling, in which no unloading is assumed to take place at
the instant of buckling, the stiffness of the column is
given by the slope of the tangent to the column M-Q curve
at its intersection with the beam M-Q curve (Fig. 7). The

,-

•

stiffness KBn.(or Kns ) for the member BD ·may be determined in the usual manner by considering the effective
flexural rigidity
sections.

(reduce~

due to yielding) of all the

Detailed procedure for computation can be

found in Ref. 8.

3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The behavior of the portal frame shown in Fig. 8
will be investigated in this section by using the procedure described above.
of the frame were

c~osen

The dimensions and member sizes
arbitrarily.

The stress-strain

diagram for the rolled steel members is assumed to be

i.

ideally elastic-plastic with a yield stress level at
33,000 psi.

The M-¢ curves ·that were used in the com-

putations were taken from Ref. 10.

These curves assumed

a well defined residual stress pattern in which a maximum

-12
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residual stress of about 10,000 psi occurred at the tips
of the flanges.
from Ref. II.

Figure 9 shows
The

~D-Q

curves

~A-Q

~or

curves obtained

the beam (Fig. 10)'

were taken from Ref. 8.
The ratio of the force F applied directly to the
column top to the distributed load' w.1./2 on the beam, /' ,
is arbitrarily maintained at a5.

Solutions for several

values of w, corresponding to several stages in the proportional loading of the structure, will be obtained.
The values of w that are considered are w,
2.03, 3.05 and 4.06 kips per foot.

= 1.22,

The corresponding

average compressive stresses in the columns' are piA
6600, 9900 and 13,200 psi.*
Figs. 9 and 10, values of

Q

= 3960,

By combining the curves of
and

~

are obtained for each

value of w (Fig. ill.
It will be noticed from Fig. 11 that intersections
of beam and column M-Q curves occur. in pairs until the
load reaches a certain maximum value for the frame.

At

this maximum load the beam and column M-Q curves become
tangent.

i,

For a frame which is restrained against a

premature sidesway buckling failure, a higher load
would produce no intersection and thus indicate that
the capacity of the frame has been exhausted.

For the

frame of Fig. 8, the maximum value of w is estimated to
*The -aii;:l-f~r-;e; in-the-c~lumns, correspondi ng to these
values of stresses, are 0.12, 0.2,0.3 and 0.4 Py , where
Py is the axial yield Toa-d (Py='Acty ) 'of 'the column member.

.

-,\
-13
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be 4.11 kips per foot.

The maximum value of w according

to simple plastic theory

~s

4.94 kips per ft., indicating

a reduction of 16.8% of the load-carrying capacity due to
beam-column action.

Figure 12J which snows' the rotation

of the joint at B with increas:ing load) gives a graphic
indication of the non-linearity of the s.tructural action.
It is, of interest to know w:hethercEhe. abi11ty. of
,the structure to support load diminshes suddenly after
the load attains its maximum value or whether the structurets load-carrying capacity is maintained until the
deformations become very large.

Thi% information is

obtainable from the second intersections of the M-Q
curves which trace the load deformation characteristics
after the maximum load has been reached.

Figure 11

indicates that the unloading will be gradual as long as
the M-Q curve for

th~

column has a long flat portion at

or near the maximum moment.

It is known from a study of

M-Q curves for rolled steel wide-flange columns that this
will generally be true when the slenderness ratio remains
below 60 and the average compressive stress is less than
40% of the yield stress of the steel (it is assumed here
that the column does not fail except by excessive bending

/

..

in its plane).(ll)
'

~,

\

46 SUMMARY

A new method of

ela"sto~plastic

analysis for rigid

frames has been developed in this paper

6

It is based on

the graphical determination of a moment and

ro~tion

at

a joint by the intersection of two moment=rotation curves
of the adjoining members.

In constructing these moment-

rotation curves, the effects of initial residual stresses and
the instability of beam-columns may be included in the
calculations e

.,.

It is expected that the proposed method

would yield results more precise than those obtained by
other currently available methods e
The chief importance of the method is that it provides information by which the problem of sidesway buckling of frames in the plastic range may be investigated.
It can also be used to determine the carrying capacity
of a frame sUbjected to high axial forces in the columns,
but restrained against sidesway movement.

It is also of

interest when it is desirable to study the behavior of a
frame after the attainment of the ultimate load.
The method described herein has been illustrated
I

by reference to a pinned-base symmetrical frame.

•.

equally valid to the solution of the several frames shown

"

in Fig e 13.

It is

In each case appropriate sets of moment-

-15
rotation curves of the beam and column are first·constructed g the joint moments are then determined by the
intersection of these curves.
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6. NOMENCLATURE

..

= Area of a column cross section (in2 )
= Modulus' of elasticity (ksi)
= Concentrated load applied to the top

A
E

F

(kips)

\

'.,

I

= Moment of inertia about axis of bending (1n4)..

KBA, KBD

= Stiffness

of.framemeinber~;;d!;KS)

L

= Half

1~J1,8th

M, MC' Mx
MeA' MaD

= Internal bending moments.
= Joint moments (ft-kips)

p

= Axial

wave

..,

V

,.

h

= Column

R

of

a column deflection curve(in)
(ft-kips)

load. in_oolumn (kips)

= Resultant thrust
= Shear in column,

.

of a column

in column (kips)

horizontal. reactive force at·
frame support (kips)
length {ft)

w

= Span length
= Distributed

x,y

= Coordinates

Ym

= MaximUm deflection of a column deflecticm.· c.ur.ve (in)

Ya

= Deflection

.f

9,

ea, 9 C. = Rotation

(ft)
load on the beam(k~bS)

at a on a column deflect1o~0 c~ve~{in)
,T"'.\

o.f a joint (radians)

::;: Initial slope on a column deflection curve (radians)

= Curva·ture

ot a member (radianS)
.
in.
= Symbol indicating a small increment
(l

= Arctan

ya/h. or Arctan

= Coefficient

of

vip

(radians)

proportional~ty.

''.
:.'~."
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